Abstract. We define a function by means of the minimum weight flow on a planar graph and prove that this function solves the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation, its Bäcklund transformation and the two dimensional Toda molecule equation. The method we employ in the proof can be considered as fundamental to the integrability of ultradiscrete soliton equations.
Introduction
The Box and Ball System(BBS) [1] is a cellular automaton with genuine soliton-like behaviour in spite of its simple time evolution rule.
A first picture one can use to describe the dynamics of the BBS is to introduce the dependent variable B t j to represent the state of the box at site j and time t, defining B 
where B t j is required to satisfy the following boundary conditions: B t j = 0 for |j| 0.
By employing the dependent variable transformation:
the dynamics (1) is transformed into 
which is called the ultradiscrete KdV equation.
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Solutions to the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation expressed as minimum weight flows of planar graphs2 There is another depiction of the BBS dynamics if one denotes by E t n the length of the n-th block of empty boxes and by Q t n the length of the n-th block of balls [2] . Figure  1 shows an example of the state of the BBS where E 
By employing the dependent variable transformations:
the dynamics (5) and (6) is rewritten as
which is called the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation [3] .
The dynamics whose time evolution rules can be written in terms of min(max) and ± operators are called "ultradiscrete systems", which are obtained from discrete soliton equations by the limiting procedure called "ultradiscretization" [4] . Ultradiscrete soliton equations like the BBS have rich structures such as the existence of N-soliton solutions and an infinite amount of conserved quantities [5] , like most ordinary soliton equations. Therefore, ultradiscrete systems are considered to preserve the main characteristics of the soliton equations and it is an interesting problem to obtain the structure of solutions of ultradiscrete soliton equations, as opposed to those of ordinary soliton equations, for example, by means of vertex operators [6] , [7] or matrix-based solutions [8] , [9] .
In this paper, we introduce another structure of the soliton solutions of ultradiscrete soliton equations. We first define a function expressed as the minimum weight flow in a planar graph and prove that this function solves the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation, its Bäcklund transformation and the two dimensional Toda molecule equation. This representation covers all soliton solutions and the properties we employed to prove are considered as the ultradiscretization of the fundamental structure of ordinary soliton equations, such as the Plücker relation.
Such structured functions given by the weighted flow on the planar graph and their identities are discussed in, for example, [10] and [11] . Their applications for discrete or ultradiscrete integrable systems to express the solutions in the form of combinations of the initial values are presented by, for example, [12] , [13] and [14] .
Minimum weight flow on the skew grid graph
In this section, we introduce the graph with weighted edges and prove some propositions regarding the properties of this graph.
Definition 1
We define the graph Γ as follows:
• It consists of infinitely many vertices labeled (i, j) i ∈ Z, j ∈ Z ≥0 .
• For j > 0, it consists of direct edges:
• The weight w edge for an edge e is given by
where η j j stands for η
and the parameters Ω j satisfy the relations:
The C j are constants.
By construction, Γ is separated into two disjoint planar graphs Γ even and Γ odd by whether the first component i of the vertex (i, j) is even or odd. Figure 2 shows the planar graph representing Γ even or Γ odd .
Definition 2 Let
where P t N,n is the set of flows on Γ with the source (t, N ) and the sink (t + 2n, 0) and w(p) is the sum of the weights of edges that make up the flow p, i.e.
We denote F t N,n = F t n for brevity, unless this causes confusion.
By construction, the set of flows P t N,n and the edges in the flow p are finite. Since the flow p passes through the edge labeled d t+2(i−1),j only once for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we can obtain the sequence of these edges (d t,p 1 , . . . , d t−2(n−1),pn ) or a simpler expression (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) from the flow p. Here, by construction, the sequence is decreasing, i.e., N ≥ p 1 > p 2 > . . . > p n ≥ 1 and the mapping from the flow p to the decreasing sequence (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) is a bijection. Therefore, we can identify the flow p with the decreasing
. . , p n ). By virtue of these decreasing sequences, F t n can be rewritten as
Proposition 3 For the flows p ∈ P t n and p ∈ P t+2 n , if there exists a number j such that p j ≥ p j + 1, p and p share at least one vertex on Γ. Figure 3 shows an example of this proposition. Two flows p and p expressed by dotted and dashed line respectively and share the vertex (t + 2, 2) for p 1 = 3, p 1 = 2.
Proof We consider the first m satisfying the conditions and note that the flow p in P t n must contain the edge d t+2(m−1),pm , which has the vertex (t + 2m, p m − 1). If m = 1, the flow p starts at (t+2, N ) and moves on the edge v t+2,N , v t+2,N −1 , . . . , v t+2,p 1 . . . , v t+2,p 1 +1 . Then the edges d t,p 1 and v t+2,p 1 have the common vertex (t + 2,
, by virtue of the same observation, p contains the edge v t+2m,pm , which has the vertex (t + 2m, p m − 1).
Proposition 4
Let p and p be flows which give the minimum weight flow for each source and sink. If p and p share two vertices q and q , there exist two flowsp andp which go through the same edges from q to q and keep each weight for each source and sink. (See Figure 4 depicting an example for this proposition)
Proof Let p q→q the edges where the flow p goes from q to q . If w(p q→q ) > w(p q→q ), we replace p q→q by p q→q in the flow p. The new flowp is that with the same source and sink as p and satisfies w(p) < w(p), which contradicts the definition of p. Then, the new pathp andp = p share the edges from q to q and has the same weight as p and p respectively. (See Figure 5 depicting an example for this proposition)
Proof By interchanging each orbit after the vertex where the flows intersect (if there are several of such vertices, choose any one of them), we can obtain new pathsp ∈ P t N,n andp ∈ P t+2l N ,m−l . The total weights of the two flows are conserved, before and after the procedure and we obtain (16) by virtue of the definition of F t N,n .
Toda molecule equation
In this section, we prove the function F Proof We introduce four(two times two) steps to prove.
Let p ∈ P t+1 n be a flow that gives the minimum weight, i.e. F t+1 n = w(p). Here, there exists p ∈ P t n such that
Then from the definition of F t n we obtain F t+1 n
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By virtue of the same discussion, we also obtain
and adding these inequalities yields the proof.
The flows which give F t n+1 and F t+2 n−1 must intersect because the flow p starts at (N, t) and ends at (0, t + 2n + 2) and p starts at (N, t + 2) and ends at (0, t + 2n). Hence, we obtain the inequality by virtue of Proposition 5.
Let p and p the flows which give F t n and F t+2 n .
(II-i) In case the two flows share at least one vertex.
By virtue of Proposition (5), we obtain
(II-ii) In case the two flows do not share any vertices.
By a similar discussion as in (I-i) we obtain
Here, by the contraposition of Proposition 3, p j must be more than p j for all j(i.e. Ω p j ≥ Ω p j ). Then we obtain
The Bäcklund transformation for the Toda molecule equation
A Bäcklund transformation is a relation between soliton solutions which have different number of solitons and in general, the procedure to obtain a new solution from a given one by solving some equations. 
Proof As before, we introduce two times two steps for each equation. Let p and p be flows which give F t n and G t n−1 . We obtain F t−1 n
we take m 0 to be the smallest number satisfying the above relation, then the two flows must share (t + 2m 0 − 1, n 0 ). Since they also share the sink (t + 2n, 0), by Proposition 4, we can change the flow p such that
Hence, we obtain
( Figure 6 depicts a visual explanation of the proof).
We can use Proposition 5 since the flows start at (t, N ) and (t, N − 1) and terminate at (t + 2n − 2, 0) and (t + 2n, 0) and obtain the inequality.
Let p and p the paths which give 
By virtue of Proposition 5, one then has
By the condition, p never has v t,N as its first edge because it cannot go through (t, N −1), which is the source of p . Thus, p must choose d t,N , i.e., p 1 = N , and we can apply the contraposition of Proposition 3 to the flow after passing d t,N , i.e. the decreasing sequence (p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n ) ∈ P t+2 N −1,n−1 , and p and obtain
(See Figure 7 )
Let p and p be flows which give F t+1 n and G t+1 n . Since they share the sink (t + 2n, 0), by a discussion similar to (I-i) in this proof, we can choose the flows to satisfy
Thus, we obtain
We can employ Proposition 5 since the flows start at (t, N ) and (t + 2, N − 1) and terminate at (t + 2n + 2, 0) and (t + 2n, 0) and obtain the inequality.
Let p and p be the flows which give F t n and G t n−1 .
(IV-i) In the case of two flows sharing at least one vertex.
By virtue of Proposition 5, then one has
(IV-ii) In the case of two flows not sharing any vertices.
One has:
and by the condition, p never has d t,N as its first edge because it cannot go through (t + 2, N − 1). Thus, p must choose v t,N and we can employ Proposition 3 for the flow after passing v t,N and p and obtain
Two dimensional Toda molecule equation
The two dimensional Toda molecule equation is an extension of the Toda molecule equation and the structure of its solution can be thought of as an extension of that of the Toda molecule equation. In this section we first introduce an extended graph and the flow over it and prove that the function given by the minimum weight solves the equation.
Definition 8
We define the graphΓ as follows:
• It consists of infinitely many vertices labeled (i, j, k), where i, j ∈ Z, k ∈ Z ≥0 .
• The weight w edge for the edge e is given by
Here, η l,m j stands for
and the parameters C j are constants and P k , Q k satisfy the relations:
The graphΓ is now expressed as an infinite disjoint component consisting of planar graphs. However, we may consider a finite subgraph when treating the flow. 
where P By the construction of the flow it should be clear that we can also identify the flow p with the decreasing sequence (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) and rewritten as . One has
If n k=1 P p k ≤ n k=1 P p k , by virtue of the condition (40), we obtain the same inequality.
To end this section, let us give some examples satisfying the strong restriction (40). Consider the restriction of the parameters P i , Q i such that M P i = Q i for M > 0. Now, the parameters satisfy the restriction (40) and the function F l,m n is such that F l+1,m+M n = F l,m n under the restriction, which is the reduction to the dynamics of multikind balls and boxes systems [15] (In particular, the dynamics reduce to the standard BBS for M = 1).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have introduced functions given by minimal weight flows on planar graphs and have proven they yield the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation and its Bäcklund transformation, for purely structural reasons.
By virtue of the vertex operator for the ultradiscrete soliton equations introduced in [6] and [7] , the N -soliton solution F 
which can be interpreted as separating the argument of min in (47) according to whether the first edge of the flow is d N,t or v N,t . Therefore, the graph representation is more essential for the structure of the solutions of ultradiscrete soliton equations. The representation is also applicable to that of the ultradiscrete KdV equation (4), which is written as the minimum weight of the flow depicted by Figure 8 . However, it is more difficult to prove that the function given by the minimum weight flow solves the equation relying only on its structure. One of the reasons may be the difference of the relation on which each equation is based, i.e., the discrete KdV equation is based on the Plücker relation for the Casorati determinant and the discrete Toda molecule equation is based on the Jacobi's formula for a determinant(though it is a special case of the Plücker relation). It is an interesting problem to clarify why these equations describe the same dynamics in spite of such differences.
It is also an interesting problem to try to discover the direct relationship between the graph structure of the ultradiscrete Toda molecule equation and the determinant solutions of the discrete Toda molecule equation. 
